




























Front roller diameter was found to make a difference although not very 
substantial . The smaller front rol ler (30 mm) yielded ·better spinning results 
compared with the 38 miµ diameter. This difference in spinning performance was 
more noticeable when fine yams were spun. It appears, therefore, that the closer 
ratch (front roller to apron �istance) in the case of the smaller front roller resulted 
in better fibre control during drafting and may be beneficial when spinning fine 
yarns. 

SUMMARY 

• Core-spun yams were produced from different types of wools with a nylon
20 denier textured multi-filament as core. When spinning twist was in the Z direction, 
only those filaments with a .resultant torque in the S direction were suitable. The 
filaments had to be extended more .th� 20% prior to spinning in order to produce 
a satisfi,tctory yam. A comparison was made of samples lmitted from core-spun, 
intimate blend spun and. 100% wool yams. It appeared that the core-spun yams 
were best as regards pilling, while the intimate blend yarns with 20%. and 30% of 
nylon had the highest �brasion resistance. 

The ·physical properties of the core:..Spun yarns were significantly better than 
those of the other yarns. Both one roving and two roving feeds were used satis
factorily, but the lowe_r drafts during spinning resulted in better performance. Much 
higher spinning speeds could be maintained with the core-spun yarns. 

Spinning ring sizes did not matter much for core-spinning at a speed of 9 000 
r.p.m. T�e front rollers of 30 mm diameter gave slightly better spinning performance
than the 38 mm rollers.
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THE USE OF PROPRIETARY NAMES 

The fact that chemicals with proprietary names have been mentioned in this 
publication in no way implies that SAWTRlrecommends them or that there are not 
substi�utes which may be of equal value or even better. 
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